RULES/PROCEDURES BEFORE AND DURING COVID-19
Item

2019

2020 Initial Covid Rules

2021 Covid Rules - Updated March 1

Putts

gimmes on non-trophy
days (~14 inches)

Cannot touch flagstick, don’t have to
hole out (putter length gimmes)

Putter Grip (leather)

Flag Stick

flag in or out

flag must stay in

no change - don’t touch the flagstick

Summer Rules

play the ball down

because we were not posting allowed
a club length relief

We are still not posting

Scorecards

we exchanged them

now there is a no touch rule

Club Room

we could gather in there

Cannot enter the clubroom

High 5's & Hugs

we could do both

now we cannot do either

no change - keep distance

Tee Times

we had 20

started with 10 and increased to 16

We should be back to normal with 16 to 18 tee times

Tee Groups

we could have 3-somes

Must have 4-somes

Wait List

did not exist

Late Cancellations
After Sun noon

phoned the Pro Shop

A 3-some is now allowed at the end of the draw. The
Proshop may add a single from the public
Need a wait list because we don't have we should not need a wait list as we have more tee times
our 20 tee times
Call/email Helen, Jan or Sherry; may Email/call Helen & Jan to cancel up to noon on Sunday.
be charged for game
Call Proshop after final draw has been sent.

No Shows

put at the end of next
week's draw

Booking privileges cancelled and
charged for the no show game

Powercarts

mainly shared

No sharing allowed

Record your score in the first column and the other
person's score in the 3rd column-only you sign the card
Maximum of 2 people in the room to enter scores; one at
computer and one waiting near the door.
Must sanitize computer after each use

Removed from next week's draw. Contact Draw Master to
explain and to possibly be reinstated
Sharing allowed GGM Codes: C -prefer to share;
C* -either share or alone; NEW:C$ -Only ride alone

